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Abstract
The STERNA project mainly focuses on enrichment of existing content of content holding organisations in the natural 
history domain. Therefore, developing a methodology on how to best integrate one’s content into the STERNA infor-
mation space is an essential part of the project. 

This document is the outcome of that developing process. It describes in detail a six-step procedure on how to go 
about content selection, how to submit the necessary information to enable our technology providers to develop a 
domain-specific data model that incorporates all the required parts, and how to approach the actual content enrich-
ment process. 

In addition, this document contains three annexes that focus on data modelling in STERNA, on relevant examples 
of content items in the STERNA data model, and finally, on getting to know your way around the RNA Toolset, a set of 
versatile, easy-to-use tools that support various aspects of the content enrichment process.
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As a Best Practice Network project, STERNA is pioneer-
ing the semantic enhancement and integration of digi-
tal resources from different partners’ databases based 
on Semantic Web standards and techniques. STERNA is a 
showcase project of using such semantic enhancement 
methods and the capability they provide to link, search 
and access content from distributed and heterogeneous 
databases in novel ways.

This process of semantic enhancement and integration 
of digital collections from the partners in the STERNA 
consortium is commonly known as content enrichment, 
an umbrella term for various methods to integrate dis-
tributed content into the findability layer. The findabil-
ity layer is the RDF and SKOS-based metadata layer that 
serves as intermediate between this distributed content 
and the search interfaces that allow end users to search 
and retrieve this content as if it is stored in one single 
repository. It also allows to semantically enrich this con-
tent further by linking it to central reference structures 
such as taxonomies and thesauri, and also directly to 
content of other partners.

The STERNA Consortium aims to contribute to the ob-
jectives and realisation of the European Digital Library 
(EDL), to make Europe’s cultural and scientific heritage 
accessible to all. To this aim, STERNA’s primary contri-
bution is to develop an infrastructure that enables ap-
pointed aggregators to collect content from commu-
nities that normally would not be able to deliver their 
rich resources to initiatives like Europeana due to lack 
of financial means or technical know-how. Therefore, 
one of the main focus points in the STERNA project is to 
develop a methodology for content enrichment that is 
cost-effective and foolproof. 

A first version of this methodology was developed in 
fall 2008 and has been introduced to the STERNA part-
ners prior to the workshop on content enrichment held 
on 4-5 December 2008 in Leiden, The Netherlands. This 
first version of the methodology was serving mainly as a 
guideline document for the preparatory work that need-
ed to be done with regards to content evaluation and 
selection. After the workshop, the methodology was fur-
ther developed and validated by the consortium mem-
bers during the first cycle of content enrichment, where 
small data sets were enriched. After this first round, the 
methodology was further refined and now serves as pri-
mary input for the second cycle of content enrichment 
where partners will enrich their full collections of con-
tent. This second cycle of content enrichment started in 
mid-April 2009, and will continue until summer 2010. 

Introduction About this document

This document serves as basic guidelines for complet-
ing the process of content enrichment in a cost-effective 
way to both current and future partners of the STERNA 
network. To this end, a six-step methodology is described 
in detail that encompasses the entire content enrich-
ment process, from envisioning the possible user groups 
for each collection to the actual enrichment of the con-
tent itself. At the end of each step in the methodology, a 
list of expected results is added that should have been 
accomplished after completing this step. 

In addition to the six steps of the content enrichment 
(CE) methodology, there are three annexes to this docu-
ment, each containing specific information that should 
aid you, as a content providing organisation, in making 
the right choices at one point or another during the pro-
cess of content enrichment. 

The first annex contains the STERNA data model in its 
current form. The purpose of each item type is explained 
in this annex, giving content partners an insight into the 
basic building blocks of the data model.

The second annex contains a collection of examples 
of content items, giving you a rough idea of what the 
various types of content items may contain with regard 
to the predicates and their possible values within those 
content items.

The third annex is a basic manual to the RNA Toolset, 
a set of easy-to-use tools that provides you with the 
means to create and edit metadata, reference structures, 
rich text articles et cetera, and to semantically integrate 
your own content with the content of the other part-
ners. This annex will help you finding your way around 
the tool set as it focuses on the basic features, followed 
by a description of several often-used operations with 
respect to content enrichment through the RNA Toolset. 
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Relations to other activities and  
documents
As content enrichment is one of the central aspects in 
STERNA, this methodology is closely related to several 
other activities and deliverables in the project:

Content enrichment activities (work package 3)
STERNA is mainly a content enrichment project, and 
the actual task of enriching content is carried out in 
work package 3. The objectives of this work package are, 
amongst other things, to enrich selected content with 
metadata to make it fit for distributed querying and to 
attach and edit reference structures. This methodology 
for content enrichment functions as a guideline to help 
partners but also new members to accomplish this task 
properly and effectively.

Technical issues (work package 4)
While working through this methodology, you are ex-
pected to make several choices that will affect the out-
come of the content enrichment process regarding the 
specific method of content enrichment that suits you 
or your separate collections best. Some of these choices 
concern technical issues. A good understanding of the 
STERNA distributed Reference Network Architecture 
will aid you in making these choices. The annexes in this 
document, especially annex 1 will help you to gain this 
understanding.

Evaluation of organisational and technical approach 
(work package 5)
As explained shortly in chapter 7 of this document, the 
methodology for content enrichment will also be sub-
ject to a thorough evaluation process. The methodology 
will be evaluated from a technological, organisational, 
economic and user perspective. The strategy for evaluat-
ing the STERNA approach in technical or organisational, 
terms has been described in more detail in the internal 
deliverable, DEL 5.3.1 – Evaluation methodology for the 
STERNA approach, which may be obtained on request.

Network extension (work package 6)
Extending the STERNA network to at least twelve new 
participants by the end of the third year is one of the 
performance indicators of the project. This is the subject 
of work package 6. The methodology for content enrich-
ment supports this goal by developing a method which 
not only suits the current partners but which will also 
provide future members of the STERNA network with a 
road map to successful content integration and seman-
tic enrichment. 
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The answer to this question is – in a more indirect sense 
– also very important to be able to answer the next ques-
tion: what are your target users looking for?

1 2 What is your audience looking for?

Suppose you have a collection of image files of paintings 
of birds. Let's say that two kinds of user groups may be 
interested in these pictures: people who are primarily 
interested in biological aspects and people who are pri-
marily interested in aspects related to art. If you want to 
serve the first user group, then properties like “scientific 
name” and “habitat” may be important. But if you want 
to focus on the second group you would have to apply 
properties like “title”, “artist”, “art period” and “painting 
technique”. And if you want to make your collection find-
able for everybody, then you have to add as much meta-
data as you have or can get.

To give you an idea of what kind of content users in a 
specific user group may look for, we have developed four 
user scenarios. These user scenarios, each focusing on a 
different possible user group, try to describe what kinds 
of content a user from each of these user groups may 
want to find and which search paths he or she would 
most likely want to use to find that content. As a refer-
ence, the four initial user scenarios developed for STER-
NA are available on the project website (http://www.
sterna-net.eu >> Use cases).

1 3 What kind of results do you want 
to offer them?
Apart from metadata that you want to supply because 
you think they fit with the user group(s) you have selected, 
there also may be metadata that you need because you 
want to present the results of queries from the end user in 
a certain way. The most important guideline here is: 

What you want to get out of STERNA, first must have 
been put into it.

Suppose, for instance, that you want to submit a col-
lection of bird photographs to STERNA. If later in the pro-
ject you would ask your own web developer to design an 
interface on your own website to search the STERNA col-
lection where an end user specifically can search on the 
creator of the photographs, this will only work if there 
is metadata for your photographs containing a specifi-
cation like the Dublin Core property dc:creator, with ref-
erence to the photographers. In other words: a certain 
degree of planning ahead is advisable when deciding 
on what kinds of results you want to offer to users of 
STERNA.

Joining STERNA as a content provider means that you 
will semantically integrate your content into an inno-
vative digital library, built with state-of-the-art seman-
tic web technology. As birds are the central theme with 
respect to the content that will be made accessible 
through STERNA, we assume that you have one or more 
collections of content related to birds. From the STERNA 
point of view, what do we consider a collection? Below 
are a couple of examples:
•  A set of articles with illustrations (for instance texts, 

photographs, illustrations and maps taken from a 
book on seabirds)

• A set of photographs or illustrations of birds
•  Web pages, for instance a selection on birds, taken 

from a natural history website
•  Collection registration records, for instance object de-

scriptions of the bird collection of a museum 
• Audio files with bird sounds
• Field recordings
•  A digitized collection of stamps with images of birds
• A poem collection with birds as a theme 
• Et cetera

To make it easier to decide how to make these collec-
tions ready for use within the STERNA project, you should 
start by describing a use case, i.e. an outline of how you 
want your content to be found and by whom.1 This will 
help you to decide what kind of metadata is necessary 
to make your content findable and accessible through 
STERNA. These decisions in turn will advance the model-
ling process, which is described in the following steps of 
the procedure.

Your use case description helps the “modelling tech-
nicians” to understand what you want with your data. 
Without such descriptions they might make decisions 
that are correct from a technical point of view, but which 
may have an effect on the findability and presentation 
of your content that is the exact opposite of what you 
had in mind.  

To help you with writing your use case(s), you should 
use the following four questions as guidelines.

1 1 What is the target group?

Define the audience or audiences that you primarily 
want to reach. Possible answers to this question could 
range from “anybody” to “birdwatchers” or “primary 
school children”.  

Deciding on specific target groups can have an imme-
diate effect on modelling. If, for instance, it is important 
that different collections can be related to specific end 

users, it is necessary to have some kind of 
metadata added to all content, such as 
the Dublin Core property dc:audience.2 

1 Step 1: description of use cases

*For footnotes, see page 47. 
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1 6 Results of Step 1

After completing Step 1 of the methodology for content 
enrichment, your results should be:
•  The name and a short description of each collection 

that you want to add to STERNA.
•  A short description of the most important target 

group(s) that you assume will be interested in your 
content, for each collection that you want to submit.

•  A short description for each target group of what you 
think they are looking for in the specific collection.

•  A short description for each target group of what you 
want to present to them as results when they are 
searching your collection.

•  A short description for each collection of what you 
think is the relation with your own use case or the four 
originally developed user scenarios.

To support you in these tasks, we have developed an 
MS Excel template that you can fill in step by step. The 
template can be downloaded from the project website 
as well (http://www.sterna-net.eu/ >> Content Enrich-
ment >> Template for content enrichment). The results 
for step 1 in the methodology should be described on the 
step 1 tab page of the template. 

1 4 How does your use case relate to 
the bigger picture?
In light of the previous example, it is even better to add 
the dc:creator metadata field to all photographs in the 
STERNA project,  as well as to the paintings from the pre-
vious example.  

Now suppose the STERNA partners decide that in their 
to-be-developed user interface they want the end user 
to be able to differentiate between queries for artwork of 
painters and that of photographers. Then again, it is nec-
essary to plan ahead in modelling and make two specifi-
cations of dc:creator, which could look as something like 
dc:creator/rna:painter and dc:creator/rna:photographer 
(the “rna:” indicates that it is something like an RNA-type 
of specification).     

Talking about planning ahead brings us almost inevi-
tably to something like “the big picture”. This is a diffi-
cult but exciting issue, because one can argue that on 
the web there is no “big picture” anymore, or that there 
are so many big pictures that they completely lost their 
“big-picture-quality”: “everything is miscellaneous”.3 
Should all STERNA partners freely submit the collections 
they want to submit, or should there be some filtering, 
for instance by using the user scenarios as guidelines? 
The first option is maybe truly “thinking Web Three”, giv-
ing room for the unexpected and so on, but the second 
option might be more practical from a project manage-
ment point of view. We propose an in-between solution: 
try to categorise material you want to submit in relation 
to the four user scenarios. What fits passes the test im-
mediately and can be described into use case descrip-
tions. Collections that do not fit might eventually be use-
ful for one or more extra user scenarios, and finally, all 
that is left over will be discarded.

1 5 How do these use cases relate to 
the user scenarios?
The use cases as described above have a much narrower 
scope than a user scenario.

The use cases will be used by the more technically 
oriented modellers, to relate what they are doing to the 
original meaning and purpose of the creator of the data-
base. Having such a recipe makes their work easier. If the 
use cases are clear enough, they do not have to ask all 
the time: “what do you mean by this?” 

The purpose of the user scenarios is much broader. 
They deal with the meaning of the whole STERNA project, 
and what users might get out of it.

*For footnotes, see page 47.
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In the previous step we used a collection as a starting 
point to describe one or more related use cases. In this 
section we take these use cases as a starting point to de-
fine more precisely what part of the collection should be 
used and what other resources might be useful for the 
use case.

2 1 What sources can serve the use 
case?
As far as content is concerned, there are many types of 
sources that you could use for your use case. We men-
tioned some in the previous section: sets of articles, 
photographs, web pages, object descriptions, audio files, 
field recordings, et cetera. But at this point you should 
also look at the more technical aspects of your selected 
sources. For instance, what formats are used?
•  Your sources can consist of all sorts of files, which can 

have many formats.4

•  Your sources can also exist as web pages, which might 
be available either as separate files (formats: html, xht-
ml, xml) or via a website.

•  And, of course, a source can also be a database, or even 
a spreadsheet table.

2 2 How can you access the data?

If your source is a collection of separate files, then it is 
important to investigate where exactly these files are 
stored and how they can be accessed:
•  What is the address of the location where they are 

stored?
• Do you need a password to get to this location?
•  Are the files themselves protected in any way (for in-

stance by login name and password)?
•  How can the files you want to use be selected (for in-

stance: can you select them on file names, file dates, 
metadata, a full text query, et cetera)? 

•  What are the formats of the files you want to use (for 
instance: Word, PDF, jpeg, MS Access database)? 

Your source might also be part of a website. In that 
case it is important to know how the web pages can be 
accessed and what they look like:
•  Are the content items available as downloadable files, 

or can they only be accessed via the website?
•  If they have to be accessed via the website, can they be 

accessed via the http-protocol, or via a web service?
• Which file formats are being used? 

And finally your source might be a database. In that 
case it is important to get to know through what data-
base management tools the data can be accessed:

•  Can the data be accessed by way of a regular database 
management system (for instance MySQL, MS Access, 
or Oracle)?

•  Must the data be accessed by way of a specialised da-
tabase management system (for instance collection 
registration systems like OpenCollection or Adlib) that 
“sits on top” of a regular database management sys-
tem?

•  Or can the data be accessed using specialised func-
tionalities of a specialised database management 
system (for instance the OpenArchive functionality in 
Adlib)?

2 3 Do you own the source, or do you 
have permission to use it?
This is a very important question, as it has to do with 
intellectual property rights (IPR). This is not only a mat-
ter of “owning” the content itself, but also of owning the 
metadata accompanying the content, and of having per-
mission to use embedded content (like photographs in 
an article) or linked content (like content “behind” a link 
in a webpage).  

When you do not own a source, but you do have per-
mission to use it (like content in a website) then it is im-
portant that you arrange both technical access issues 
(see paragraph above) and intellectual property issues at 
the same time. 

If you are not certain about who owns the intellectual 
property rights of a specific source and about what you 
may and may not do with that source in terms of pub-
lishing and digital accessibility, please consult a legal 
consultant on this matter. Clearing IPR issues regard-
ing a source is the sole responsibility of the partner who 
provides that source. Please note that violating intellec-
tual property rights may result in serious financial claims 
from the party that holds the IPR.  

2 4 What is the quality of the data?

In daily practice, the quality of the data in databases is 
the most frequent cause of disappointment for the own-
ers of those databases. Often, they have a good idea of 
what the database is about and how the information in 
it can be of use, but when put to actual use there are of-
ten many details that make a less sunny picture. A couple 
of examples:
•  The database does not have all the fields that you 

thought it had. This might seem strange, but this hap-
pens quite often. It may result in disappointing results 
when querying the database, as it might be impossible 
to get information out of the database in the way you 
had envisioned it.

2 Step 2: description of sources

*For footnotes, see page 47. 
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2 5 Results of Step 2

After completing Step 2 of the methodology for content 
enrichment, your results for each collection should be:
•  An overview of the formats used for the collection (e.g. 

Word files, HTML web pages, database).
•  A description of how and where the collection can be 

accessed (for instance: as a database on DVD, via a web 
service at www.example.org, via ftp-server at www.
ftpaddress.org with username “user” and password 
“pass123”).

•  A description of any IPR issue that might be of influ-
ence on the use of the data in the STERNA project.

•  A description of the measures that have to be taken 
before the database is usable for STERNA, with the 
type of actions you want to take and on which data 
(e.g. cleaning up date field using the ISO 8601 yyyy-
mm-dd format). Add expected date of completion. 

The results for this chapter should be described on the 
step 2 tab page of the template (see 1.6).

•  The database contains incomplete records; record 
fields have been left empty. This is another common 
problem with databases, because when working on 
database records often “for the time being” only a cou-
ple of fields are filled in – the rest to be “filled in later”, 
but in practice they are forgotten forever. The result is 
that, although the right fields are available, the records 
with empty fields will never be found.

•  The data are there, but they do not meet the needs 
of the end users. For example: a large taxonomic da-
tabase, with very interesting content, but where the 
animals and plants in it can only be accessed through 
their scientific name. The “general audience” the da-
tabase is meant for does not know these scientific 
names, so there is no way users from this audience can 
get to the interesting content. 

•  All the right fields are there, they are all filled, the data 
are of good use to the end user, but there is no conse-
quent use of the data. For example: the name of one of 
Naturalis' experts on dragonflies is Jan van Tol, which 
can be written as: Jan van Tol, J. van Tol, J. v. Tol, Jan v. Tol, 
Tol, Jan van, et cetera. Another example: in a certain da-
tabase twelve different ways were used to write dates. 
The effect of this is that only part of the dates will be 
found, unless you instruct the end user about all of the 
idiosyncrasies that are present in the database. 

Important: these examples are by no means to argue 
that the Reference Network Architecture setup that is 
used in STERNA will do miracles with “bad” databases. 
On the contrary, they are to warn you that when you run 
into problems like the examples above, not acting on 
them will result in disappointment both in finding the 
data as well as in the way it is presented through STER-
NA. So, look at the quality of your data before you create 
too big expectations and either take countermeasures to 
improve the records in your database, or adjust your use 
case.
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In step 3 of this methodology for content enrichment, 
you will describe the more technical aspects of the 
collection(s) you have selected. At the end, a first con-
cept is made of the modelling of your collection for the 
findability system of STERNA. This last part is done in co-
operation with our technology partners, Trezorix (www.
trezorix.nl) and NCB Naturalis (www.naturalis.nl).

3 1 What are the data models of your 
sources?
The most important questions are: 
•  What type of entities (item types) are important in 

your source? 
•  What are important properties of these item types 

with respect to how you want to make them findable?
•  How do these properties relate your entities to other 

entities?

These three questions have to do with the basic build-
ing blocks of modelling for the semantic web: item types, 
predicates (as the typification of properties), and domain 
and range (to determine linking possibilities between 
different item types). This is explained in Annex 1: data 
modelling in STERNA.

Suppose you have the entities “paintings”, “painters”, 
and “place of exhibition”, then there are relations be-
tween paintings and painter and also between painting 
and place of exhibition. The three questions above can 
be answered by looking how the original data is mod-
elled (use spreadsheet exports for quick and easy over-
views) and translate this to the data modelling in the 
Sterna environment. 

3 2 What are the appropriate avail-
able metadata?
Something to take in account here is the importance of 
the different fields in the data model relative to the kind 
of findability that follows from your use case description. 
If, for instance, your collection exists of paintings with 
birds as subject, and your target group is birdwatchers, 
then the field “painting technique” is probably of little 
importance. 

3 3 What are the relations with exist-
ing reference structures?
Another important aspect is the relations that certain 
fields may have with existing reference structures. 
For example, a field “scientific name” might very well 
be related to a specific taxonomic thesaurus. Or the 

field “country” with the ISO 3166 standard for country 
names.

These structures do not necessarily have to be (inter-) 
national standards or commonly accepted thesauri. Also 
“homemade” vocabularies are important. These may 
vary from a text list that is used as a reference when 
fields are filled in by hand, to selection lists that are used 
as a more controlled way of input for fields. If you have a 
collection that has a relation with a reference structure 
of your own, you should describe this structure as well 
and send a sample of the database.

3 4 What is the best modelling setup 
with regard to the findability system?
When all the above data are collected a first concept of 
modelling can be made. The central question in this task 
is how your collection can be related to the overall find-
ability structure. This modelling will be an iterative pro-
cess between you as the domain expert and Trezorix and 
NCB Naturalis, in which we will analyze your data and 
make a proposal, after which you review and correct the 
proposal. Examples of the current data model (version 2) 
are provided in Annex 2: examples of content items.

3 5 Results of Step 3

After completing Step 3 of the methodology for content 
enrichment, your results for each collection should be:
•  A list of item types that are appropriate to represent 

the data you want to get to the reference layer.
•  A list of predicates (typifications of properties, like 

“hasAuthor”) that are appropriate to make the links 
between the data you want to get to the reference 
layer.

•  A representative sample of the database, in the form 
of a (some) spreadsheet(s). 

•  A description of the reference structures – homemade 
or commonly used – that are used for data entry of 
fields in your database.

•  A representative sample of, or entire homemade refer-
ence structures.

The results for this chapter should be described on 
the step 3 tab page of the template (see 1.6). Send the 
template with your results for steps 1 to 3 to Trezorix 
(sterna@trezorix.nl) or NCB Naturalis (sterna@naturalis.nl) 
together with the database samples and samples of any 
homemade reference structure you might be using.   

3 Step 3: evaluation of sources
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In this step, the method that will be used to put your 
data in the findability layer of the STERNA information 
space will be decided upon. There are several methods to 
do this and it depends on the nature and the size of your 
dataset(s) which method is most suitable for each of 
your collections. The collections will be evaluated by Tre-
zorix with respect to the type of enrichment that will fit 
best to the specific collection on the one hand, and to the 
overall requirements of the STERNA project on the other 
hand. This is done together with the collection owner.

4 1 Connectors and conversions 

One way of enriching your content is through the use of 
a data connector or a conversion. The term data connec-
tor is an umbrella term for various functionalities that 
facilitate the connection between the database layer 
and the findability layer. Below is an overview of the vari-
ous connector types and conversion methods and the 
types of datasets they can best be applied to.

4 1 1 Live connection (non-generic)

In this method, data is being collected ad hoc from a 
legacy database when a query is sent to it. The database 
needs to be equipped with a layer that translates the 
RDF format to the format that is used in the database 
and vice versa. The live connection can best be applied in 
situations where: 
•  The database has a very dynamic nature: changes in 

the data occur often, for instance because the source 
database is still under development.

•  Only the original database may serve as a validated 
source.

4 1 2 Scheduled conversion  
(non-generic)
This form of conversion is being used in situations where 
data in legacy databases needs to be kept up-to-date and 
needs to serve as the original source. Conversions can be 
executed automatically according to a time schedule or 
they can be triggered by mutations in the legacy data-
base. The scheduled conversion can best be applied in 
situations where:
•  The database has a somewhat dynamic nature: chang-

es in the data occur regularly,
•  Only the original database may serve as a validated 

source.

4 1 3 One-time conversion  
(non-generic)
This form of conversion is being used when the data in 
a legacy database, the original database, does not have 
to be edited anymore or if the converted data is being 
edited further in the RNA environment. The one-time 
conversion can best be applied in situations where:
•  The original database is not being developed any fur-

ther.
•  The owner of the database wishes to continue to work 

on the RDF representation of the database.
•  The database requires a lot of one-time corrections by 

hand, which can be done in the conversion process.
•  The database includes many interpretations that are 

hard to translate to reliable queries (an example of 
this is inference of hierarchy).

4 1 4 Connectors based on a standard 
protocol (generic)
If a connector is created for a database that needs to be 
approached through a standardised protocol, this con-
nector can be used for every database that can be que-
ried through this particular protocol. Examples of such 
protocols are the OAI protocol5 that is often being used 
for accessing archival databases, and the TAPIR protocol6, 
which is often applied in the natural history domain. The 
connectors based on a standard protocol can be applied 
in situations where the database management system 
makes use of a standardized protocol for exchanging 
data.

4 1 5 Excel Generic connector

The Excel Generic connector has been developed for im-
porting table data into an RNA environment. The Excel 
Generic connector works by creating an MS Excel tem-
plate that contains data from a legacy database. Outside 
of the toolset, the data is entered in the a spreadsheet 
template. Because links can be imported as well through 
this connector, parts of a relational database can also be 
imported into the RNA environment this way. The Excel 
Generic connector is the most common tool to import 
data from a database into an RNA environment.

4 Step 4: evaluation of import methods

*For footnotes, see page 47.
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4 1 6 Adding new content and/or 
metadata by hand (RNA toolset)
Another possibility is to create metadata and content 
directly in the STERNA information space, without con-
verting data from legacy data collections. Some consid-
erations that may help you to decide whether metadata 
should be added by hand:
•  The collection does not have metadata (for instance: 

the collection exists of bitmaps of pictures, with no ac-
companying metadata yet).

•  The whole collection has to be built from scratch (for 
instance a list of literature references, which consists 
at the moment of start of some Word documents).

4 2 Results of Step 4

After this step, a strategy on how the data from your leg-
acy datasets will be made part of the findability layer in 
the STERNA environment and if and how further enrich-
ment of your data will take place once it is part of that 
environment should be outlined.

5 Step 5: modelling, 
matching and mapping

As mentioned in paragraph 3.5, when a modelling con-
cept for every separate collection has been made, the 
modelling with regard to the whole set of collections will 
commence. In particular, this means that a more or less 
general data model will be configured as a starting point. 

5 1 Creation of and consensus on the 
general data model
To ensure optimal integration of the content collections 
of all of the content providing partners and to allow the 
end user to search through these collections as if they 
are one big collection, a data model is created where the 
findability and presentation data of all of these collec-
tions can be fitted in.

Your input at this point is crucial as you are the best 
candidate for judging whether or not the data in your 
collections can be fitted into the model and whether or 
not it will serve the user group(s) you have envisioned. In 
reviewing the proposed data model there are some im-
portant questions:
• Are there certain item types missing?
•  Do the properties (predicates) allow for the planned 

relations between items? 
•  Are the relations between the various item types com-

plete and logical (check domains and ranges)?7 

5 2 Consensus on some central  
reference structures
In paragraph 3.3 we described the importance of the 
relation between your data and common or local refer-
ence structures that play a role as controlled vocabular-
ies. A certain level of consensus amongst the partners 
is needed on the reference structures that are used this 
way. Some aspects are important here:
•  To what extent do the data match with the concepts 

that are present in the reference structure? 
• Are important concepts missing?
• Is there an alternative?

5 4 Results of Step 5    

At the end of step 5 there should be a data model that 
the partners agree upon as well as a set of reference 
structures that are commonly accepted by the partners. 

*For footnotes, see page 47. 
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6  Step 6: realization 
of enrichment

In this chapter we will focus on how to proceed with the 
enrichment process and we will introduce you to several 
tools to enrich your data, which are explained in further 
detail in annex 3 of this document.

6 1 Describing the selected procedure 
in detail
Enrichment is simply adding extra metadata to your content 
or – which is more common – cleaning up existing metadata.

Below are some general suggestions for drafting an 
enrichment work plan, which is a useful first step: 
•  Make a map to determine which fields from the legacy 

dataset should go where in the STERNA data model 
(see also paragraph 5.3).

•  Make an analysis of which data have to be added or 
cleaned up.

•  Decide whether this can be done best before or after 
importing your data in the RNA environment, and how.

•  Also decide how changed metadata can be (re-)linked 
to other content items.
An example of incomplete data are empty fields in 

a table column. Very common examples of data to be 
cleaned up are the use of different data formats in a col-
umn, like dates (01-02-1960, February 1st 1960, etc.) or 
names (Charles Darwin, Darwin, C.). 

6 2 Enrichment through connector or 
conversion
When you enrich your data by connector, in whichever 
form (see step 4), the enrichment will be done in col-
laboration with the information technicians of Trezorix, 
as they build the connectors and, in most cases, perform 
the upload of the data to the STERNA information space. 
Specific technical details in these cases should be dis-
cussed with Trezorix as well as the specific methods to 
match data in the legacy datasets with concepts in the 
central reference structures. 

6 3 Results of Step 6

The results of this final step in the methodology for con-
tent enrichment should be:
•  A collection of content that is findable and presentable 

through the STERNA environment, in the way that was 
envisioned in the use case that was drawn up for the 
collection in step 1, and that is semantically linked to 
content of other partners either directly or through 
concepts in central reference structures.

7  Evaluation of  
enrichment

After the completion of the content enrichment proce-
dure, the process will be evaluated to determine if the 
results of the process meet up with the objectives that 
were envisioned and described in the use cases at the 
beginning of the whole process. The central question of 
this evaluation with respect to the content enrichment 
itself will be whether or not the end user will be able 
to find in STERNA what he/she is looking for and in the 
ways that fit best to his/her specific needs and wishes. 

Another object of evaluation will be the central refer-
ence structures that are used in STERNA and if and in 
what way they serve their purpose as the semantic glue 
between the content of the various partners. With re-
spect to the reference structures, the relation between 
concepts in the structures and the number of content 
items they are connected to will, amongst other things, 
be evaluated.

A third focus point of the evaluation will be the tools 
that are used for the process of content enrichment. Cen-
tral issues here will be whether or not these tools meet 
the requirements of the content providing partners to be 
able to comfortably steer through the process of enrich-
ing their content.

The specific outline however, of these evaluation ques-
tions and the methods that will be used to answer them 
will be addressed in another STERNA deliverable, to be 
produced as a result of the work done in work package 5  
of the project.8
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The RNA-architecture

This document explains the modelling possibilities of 
the new version of the RNA Toolset, version 4. RNA is an 
acronym for Reference Network Architecture that was 
coined in the RNA project9, the predecessor project of 
STERNA which focused on developing best practices for 
working with dynamic knowledge systems. 

A dynamic knowledge system is defined as an infor-
mation environment that enables users to comfortably 
add new content, which is integrated instantly and as 
automatically as possible into a findability system based 
on semantic web technologies (providing more than just 
full text search). This flexibility is achieved by linking con-
tent in a reference network through the use of metadata.

The RNA architecture is a web-based architecture that 
makes it easy to connect knowledge sources on the web 
and to make the heterogeneous content in these resourc-
es retrievable in a comfortable and unambiguous way. 

In the RNA architecture, three layers are distinguished: 

The bottom layer is a data layer. This layer contains 
data from databases, file systems and web pages. These 
data can be accessed through the Internet. The bottom 
layer represents the supply of information.

The top layer is an application layer, containing appli-
cations that want to make use of the data in the bottom 
layer. In this application layer the demand for informa-
tion is determined.

These two layers are connected through an interme-
diate third layer, existing of a network of references. This 
layer contains linked metadata from the data layer and 
hierarchically arranged structures in which these meta-
data are stored. The reference layer serves as a mediator 
between the supply and demand sides, by combining 
high-quality retrieval functionality with a detailed over-
view of the available data,. 

The reference layer, together with the interfaces that 
are available for communication and exchange with both 
other layers, is called an RNA environment. The tools that 
were developed to manage and extend the reference lay-
er in an RNA environment are called the RNA Toolset.10 
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Annex 1: Data modelling in STERNA

Figure 1: The three layers of the RNA architecture.

*For footnotes, see page 47. 
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The record also makes reference to two entities that 
contain some of the entities we just mentioned: 
•  a creation event, related to the creation of the book
•  a publication event, containing properties regarding its 

publication

We will now give an example of how metadata are gen-
erated from a source in the data layer. 

Below is an example of a record that could be found 
in a database that is part of the data layer. The record 
describes some properties of the book “On the Origin of 
Species”, written by Charles Darwin. 

The record describes an entity: the book. But it con-
tains references to other entities as well: 
• to the author (a person)
• to the publisher (a company) 
•  to a city and a country as place of publication (both 

locations)
• to the language in which the book is written 
•  to two roles that indicate the kinds of readers the 

book is meant for

Getting metadata into the reference layer

Figure 2: Generating metadata from a data layer source.
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Figure 4: Description of a book entity.

Figure 5: References to other entities.

Figure 3: Metadata of a book
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All these data, that may be important for findability, 
will be moved to the reference layer as metadata, and 
they will be regrouped into new entities, as depicted in 
figure 6.

 The blue-coloured entries in the right part of these 
items are links to other entities, such as the person item 
with data on Charles Darwin, the company item regard-
ing John Murray, and the location (town or village) item 
for London.

The black-coloured entries in the right part of the 
items are literals: for instance a text (string), number or 
date. These entries do not refer to other items.

In the person item for Darwin a preferred name is 
used: Darwin, C. This name is suited for a common way 
of searching for content, based on surnames. In addition 
there are two synonyms. Each of these names, when used 
as a search term, will lead to the item about Darwin. In 
the same way it does not matter whether you search for 
London using the English, French or Dutch spelling.

Note that some of the extra data in the example are 
not gathered from the original record, but were appar-
ently retrieved from somewhere else. 

 When a more accurate level of findability should be re-
alized, extra entities can be added. In the example below, 
an extra birth event is added.

This item again has references to other items, such 
as Darwin’s place of birth, his father and his mother. In 
principle this can go on until the desired findability is 
achieved.

The items that are created in this manner in the refer-
ence layer are called content items. 

Instead of extracting them as metadata from the data 
layer, these content items can also be created directly in 
the reference layer. In several projects, large numbers of 
webpage-like content items are created this way on an 
editorial level. In addition to the record-like data as in the 
examples above, these content items also contain web 
content such as texts and images. In this type of work-
flow, the RNA Toolset serves as a content management 
system (CMS). The content items that are produced this 
way are both part of the data layer (the web content) and 
the reference layer (the metadata of the web pages).

Figure 6: Metadata regrouped into new entities.

Figure 7: Adding extra entities (for example, birth event).
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Reference structures

The content items that are being created in the reference 
layer in the previously described way are placed in hierarchi-
cally ordered structures, as examplified in the figure below.

This arrangement in structures can be done in accord-
ance with several different criteria. We will clarify this 
with the help of the previously used example: the record 
describing the book On the Origin of Species by Charles 
Darwin. 

re
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content items

In this example there are four aspects that may play a 
part in arranging items into reference structures:
•  File management: this regards convenient manage-

ment of content items, and also authorization in an 
RNA environment is handled through structures.

•  Hierarchical inference: the reference to London obvi-
ously concerns the city of London in the United King-
dom, and not a London someplace else.

•  Concept completion: searching for synonyms and lan-
guage variants will lead directly to the concept they 
are part of.

•  Inheritance: the children of the concept actor will in-
herit properties from their parent item, and can add 
their own properties to this inherited set.
 
The figure below provides examples for arranging en-

tities into structures. In addition to these criteria, refer-
ence structures can also be set up according to the ar-
rangement of commonly used thesauri. 

Figure 8:  
Placing content items into a hierarchical architecture.

Figure 9: Arranging entities into hierarchies: the Darwin 
example.

Figure 10: Examples of arranging entities into hierarchical structures.
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Relations through properties 

In the previous chapters we have demonstrated how 
metadata can be generated from resources within the 
data layer, how these metadata are grouped into content 
items in the reference layer and how these content items 
can be placed in reference structures. 

Now we will demonstrate how direct relations be-
tween content items can be created.  

These direct relations are primarily created to rep-
resent certain properties of content items. This is done 
with the use of a statement. A statement consists of 
three parts: 
•  A subject, i.e. the item something is stated about. In 

the example below this is the content item “On the 
Origin of Species”.

•  A predicate, i.e. the typification of the property. In the 
previous example, this is the predicate “hasAuthor”.

•  The value of the property. In the example this is Dar-
win. This may either be a link to a content item with 
“Darwin, C.” as its name, or a literal, the string of char-
acters that form the name.

On the Origin of Species
content item

Darwin, C.
content item

hasAuthor
predicate

book
item type

person
item type

domain range

As shown in figure 12, the left content item is of the 
type book, since it is connected to the item type of the 
same name. The content item on the right is of the type 
person. 

The collection of item types that can make use of a 
specific predicate is called the domain of that predicate. 
So, because the item type book is in the domain of the 
predicate hasAuthor, a content item of the type book can 
use this predicate.

The collection of item types a predicate can refer to is 
called the range of that predicate. So, because the item 
type person occurs in the range of the predicate has-
Author, a content item of the type book can be linked to 
a content item of the type person through this predicate.

This construction, frequently used in semantic web ap-
plications, is an essential part of modelling in the RNA 
environment. 

In general this means that a content item can use 
every predicate that contains the type of that content 
item in its domain, and that this content item can link 
to other content items that are in the ranges of those 
predicates. 

Figure 12: Creating direct relations between content items by using a statement.
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Figure 11: Creating relations between content items.

statement:
On the Origin of Species | is written by | Charles Darwin
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 In the example above, a content item of the type book 
can link to content items of the type person, organiza-
tion, company and role through the predicates hasAu-
thor, hasPublisher and hasAudience.

In an RNA environment, predicates and item types can 
be added when needed. Also item types can be added to 
domains and ranges of predicates as desired. This ena-
bles a highly flexible modelling that can be adapted and 
extended on the fly. 

hasPublisher
predicate

…
content item

…
content item

hasAuthor
predicate

hasAudience
predicate

domain rangebook
item type

person
item type

organization
item type

company
item type

role
item type

Figure 13: Linking content items within the same domain through a predicate.

statement:
a book | is written by | a person

a book | is published by | an organization or a company
a book | is meant for | a role
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Introduction

This annex contains examples of eight types of content 
items that are frequently used and/or are typical for the 
STERNA environment. The examples have been derived 
from the collections of the current STERNA project part-
ners.

The example items all display the three components 
that every content item is made of: 
•  “names and description” where preferred names and 

synonyms of the item are recorded together with a de-
scription (all in SKOS format), 

•  “record data” where the details of the content item are 
described (metadata) and 

•  “writing” where rich text can be added to the content 
item. 

Different editors are provided to edit each of these 
components: a SKOS editor to edit the names and de-
scriptions, an RDF editor for editing record data and a 
rich-text editor for creating and editing articles in writ-
ing.

The “names and description” part supports multilin-
guality, according to the SKOS standard.

Note that the examples contain several predicates and 
values that are blue-coloured. These are links to items 
elsewhere in the RNA environment that represent these 
predicates and values. Values that are black are not links 
to an item. These are so-called “literals”; they are noth-
ing more than a string of characters. They can be found 
with text search, or used for calculations (like numbers 
or dates), but they are not part of the semantic network.

Also note that several examples display annex items 
or other content items the item refers to. The RNA Tool-
set can display these items within the original item it-
self, without having to navigate from one structure to 
another.   

A third thing to note is that there are several content 
items of the same item type that seem to represent dif-
ferent types of content. For instance, the third and fourth 
examples are both of the “specimen” item type, yet the 
third refers to a mounted specimen and the fourth refers 
to a drawing. However, both are regarded as specimens. 
To further specify the type of specimen, a subtype is add-
ed in the record data of the items. 

Annex 2: Examples of content items
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Article item type with its annex item publication event expanded.
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Ethnographic artefact item type.
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Specimen item type with the taxon concept it refers to expanded.
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Specimen item type with annex item creation event expanded.
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Specimen item type.
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Specimen item type with the content it links to.
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Specimen item type with its annex item gathering event folded out.
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Taxon description item type.
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Taxon presence item type.
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Taxon presence item type with the content it links to.
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A: anatomy of the RNA Toolset
B: most-used operations in the RNA Toolset

Creating a new structure
Opening a structure
Creating a new item
Editing a content item
Adding an annex item to a content item
Adjusting view settings

Annex 3: knowing your way around the  
RNA Toolset
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To proceed, enter your name and password and click 
on the [login] button.

Overview screen

After you have logged in, the RNA Toolset displays the 
overview screen. This screen consists of three panels. In 
the left panel, all the structures that are present in the 
STERNA RNA environment are displayed, together with 
several basic functionalities, such as the options to cre-
ate new structures and folders, move structures and 
folders and access the view settings dialogue, which is 
explained in part B of this annex.

In the overview screen, the centre panel is empty, ex-
cept for the [management] button at the bottom of the 
screen. This gives you access to the management menu. 
The various functions of this menu are explained in part 
B of this annex.

The right panel contains the search functions of the 
RNA Toolset. You can use these to search for content in 
the STERNA RNA environment with full-text searches 
and facet searches. The right panel also contains a track-
ing function, which allows you to track certain actions 
performed by yourself or by other partners on the con-
tent items that are stored within the RNA environment. 
This might for instance be very useful when a specifi c 
workfl ow for the content enrichment procedure has 

The RNA Toolset has been developed by Trezorix and is 
made available to the content providing partners online 
as Software as a Service (SaaS).

Accessing the RNA Toolset

To use the RNA Toolset, all you need in technical terms is 
a computer with access to the Internet. You can enter the 
RNA Toolset at:

http://rnatoolset.sterna-project.eu
On the RNA Toolset access page you will be asked to 

enter your (user-) name and password. A system admin-
istrator, who has the authorization to create new user 
profi les, provides you with this login data. If you do not 
have a user name and password or if you have lost your 
user name and/or password, please contact a system ad-
ministrator at ‘sterna AT naturalis.nl’.

A: anatomy of the RNA Toolset

Figure 15: Overview screen of the RNA Toolset.
Figure 14: RNA Toolset login

1: create new 
structure or folder

2: partner content 
structures

6: access search and 
tracking functions

3: access view 
settings menu 4: hide left panel 5: access 

management menu 7: hide right panel

8: log out
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been designed (see paragraph 6.1). Search results are 
also displayed in the right panel.

The screenshot below displays the overview screen of 
the RNA toolset.

Note that there might be differences between the 
overview screen displayed above and the actual over-
view screen displayed when you have logged on to the 
RNA Toolset, with respect to the available buttons. Which 
buttons are and are not available depends on the author-
ization scheme of your personal user profile.

Current structure screen

When you open one of the structures in the left panel, 
the current structure screen is displayed. The left panel 
now displays the chosen structure, which can be un-
folded further by clicking on the [+] buttons in front of 
the displayed items. Also several new buttons have ap-
peared, such as various move buttons, a [link] button and 
a [structure settings] button.

When you click on a content item in the structure, its 
content is displayed in the centre panel. Each content 
item consists of three components. At the top, the names 
and description of the content item is displayed. Here, 
preferred names in several languages and synonyms of 
the item are recorded, along with a description of the 

item, possibly also in different languages. Directly below, 
the item’s record data is displayed. This section contains 
all the (meta-) data that describes the item and its con-
text. At the bottom there is a section called writing. Here, 
rich text objects can be recorded, such as web articles 
with images.

Each of these components, names and description, re-
cord data and writing has its own editor. The names and 
description part of the item can be edited with the SKOS 
editor, while the RDF editor is used to edit the record data. 
Writing can be edited with the use of the rich text editor.

In addition to the content item, you will also notice 
various new functions in the centre panel, such as the 
buttons to create a new item or annex item and to delete 
a selected item. These will be explained in part B of this 
annex. Also available are the tab pages:
•  [referrers] which shows what other content items re-

fer to the current item,
•  [system] where system information such as the item’s 

identifier is displayed,
•  [tracking] which shows who has done what with the 

selected content item, and
•  [comments] where editorial comments regarding the 

selected item can be entered and reviewed.

The right panel in the current structure panel is the 
same as in the overview panel and contains the search 

Figure 16: Structure panel and editing panel of the RNA Toolset.
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and tracking functions of the RNA Toolset. The figure be-
low displays a screenshot of the current structure panel 
with a content item in the centre panel.

Different roles for different users

Not every user can perform the same actions in the RNA 
Toolset. Which actions you can and cannot perform de-
pends on two aspects: the authorizations assigned to 
your user profile and the edit permissions within each 
structure.

With regard to user authorizations, there are five gen-
eral actions that a user either is or is not allowed to per-
form. These are:
•  Manage reference structures: this allows users to cre-

ate and edit reference structures
•  Manage authorization: this enables users to deter-

mine the general actions that other users are allowed 
to perform

•  Manage users and groups: having this authorization 
allows users to create and delete user accounts and to 
create, manage and delete groups of users

•  Manage imports: this enables users to operate the Ex-
cel Generic connector

•  Value mapping: this enables users to create multiple 
property links between content items in a fast and 
semi-automated way (see part C of this annex)

Depending on the role of a user, different combina-
tions of these authorizations can be made.

With regard to structure settings, each structure has 
its own settings with respect to which user or group may 
perform which action regarding the content items with-
in the structure. 
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In part A of this annex we introduced you to the basics 
of the RNA Toolset. In this part, we describe some of the 
operations that are performed most commonly when 
working with the RNA Toolset. These are:
• creating a new structure
• opening a structure
• creating a new item
• editing a content item
• adding a new annex item to a content item
• adjusting view settings
The complete RNA Toolset manual is available online at: 

http://manual.rnaviewer.net

Creating a new structure

Provided that you are authorized to create and manage 
reference structures, the RNA Toolset provides you with 
an easy method to create new structures. These may 
contain content items and simple nodes, items that only 
serve as a means to hierarchically order a structure. Also 
they may contain item names and descriptions in any lan-
guage you choose. This is how a new structure is created:
•  In the upper left corner of the overview screen, click on 

the [new structure] button (see figure 15).

•  In the dialogue that appears, first enter the name of 
the structure in the text box below “title”. The name of 
the structure should be representative of the content 
it will contain.

•  Choose the languages in which the structure’s content 
items can have labels:

 o  Select a language from the left list below “select 
allowed languages” by clicking on it (select several 
languages simultaneously by holding the Ctrl key 
while clicking on the languages).

 o  Click [>>] to transfer the selected language to the 
list on the right (allowed).

•  Set the structure’s preferred language, the language 
that is attributed automatically to the first label of 
new items in the structure:

 o  In the list on the right (allowed), click on the pre-
ferred language.

•  Click on move item [up] until this language is at the 
top of the list.

•  Below “select allowed content types”, choose the base 
types (see annex 1) the structure may contain. For a 
standard structure containing content, always choose 
“content item” (“simple node” is always selected auto-
matically, as this type of item may occur in every kind 
of structure).

• Click on [ok].

B: most-used operations in the RNA Toolset

Figure 17: Dialogue  
box for creating new 
structures.
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If others want to use the newly created reference 
structure, they need to get permission for the various ac-
tions that can be performed on a structure. They should 
consult the system administrator to obtain these rights. 

Opening a structure

The structures in the left panel of the overview screen 
can be opened as follows:
•  Select the structure that is to be opened by single-

clicking on it. The structure name turns red.
•  Click on structure [open] at the top of the left panel.

The RNA Toolset now opens the current structure 
screen. The left panel displays the open structure.

Now the structure can be folded out by clicking on the 
[+] buttons to the left of the content items. Click on the 
[-] buttons left of the content to collapse (parts of) the 
structure again. Content items that do not have a [+] 
button are on the deepest level.

As an alternative, a structure in overview mode can 
also be opened by double-clicking on it.

Creating a new item

Creating new items will be one of the most performed 
actions when enriching your content manually. Here is 
how it works.
•  Open the structure you want to add a new item to.
•  In the structure, navigate to the item in which the new 

item will be placed below or into.
•  Select this content item by single-clicking on it. The 

name of the item turns red.
•  Click on content item [new] at the top of the centre 

panel. A dialogue will now appear.

In the dialogue box shown below, first choose the base 
type. Choose between:
•  simple node: this base type only serves as a means 

to hierarchically order a structure and can only have 
names and a description (SKOS-only).

•  content item: this base type can be used to create 
and edit content and consists of three components, a 
names and description part, a record data part and a 
writing part.

Second, choose the exact place of the new item in the 
structure. Choose between:
•  Create item as child of current item: the new item will 

be placed as a “child” item one level below the selected 
item.

•  Create item on same level as current item: the new 
item will be placed with the selected item on the same 
level.

When you have chosen a content item, you also need 
to determine what type of content item you want. The 
predicates (properties) that are available in the record 
data part of your item depend on the type of content 
item you choose (see annex 1).
• Click on [select type].
•  In the list of item types, navigate to the item type of 

your choice.
•  Select it by single-clicking on it. The name of the item 

type turns red.
• Click on [ok].

In the text box called “title” enter the name of the new 
content item. This should be in the structure’s preferred 
language.

Click on [ok].

Figure 18: Creating new 
items – dialogue box.
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Editing a content item

Through editing your content item, you can add names 
and definitions in different languages, metadata and 
links to other items as well as rich text. Some of the basic 
editing skills are explained here.

Open the right editor
All components of a content item, names and description, 
record data and writing have their own editor. To open 
the editor of the component you want to edit, simply 
click on its [edit] button. 

Figure 19: Opening an 
editor to edit reference 
structures and content 
items.
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Editing names and description

The editor for the names and description part of the 
content item is a SKOS editor. This means that you can 
add and edit information about the content item that is 
in accordance with the SKOS standard, a semantic web 
standard for knowledge systems. The SKOS editor ena-
bles you to add preferred and alternative names to the 
content item as well as descriptions of the item in sev-
eral different languages.

As you can see in figure 20 above, next to all of the 
labels and notes (except for the scope note) there is a [+] 
button. This means that the label or note is repeatable, 
i.e. that it may contain more than one value. Clicking on 
the [+] button will add a second text box for the same 
label or note. There is no limit to the number of repeated 
labels for a label or note type. However, a content item 
can have only one preferred label in each available lan-
guage.

Also note that there is a […] button next to all of the la-
bels and notes. By clicking on this you open a menu that 
helps you to attribute the right language to the label or 
note (see figure 21). This menu has some additional fea-
tures, such as the possibility to change the type of the 
label, to move it and to delete it.

To set the language of a label or note, open the drop-
down menu “language” and select the right language 
from the list by clicking on it.

After editing the names and description of the content 
item, click on [save and view] to store your changes.

Editing record data

The editor for record data is an RDF editor. This editor 
enables you to add and edit information that gives fur-
ther details about a content item, such as its subject 
keyword(s), its related taxon concept(s), its creator, when 
and how it was made and who owns it. This metadata 
is stored in RDF format, the semantic web standard for 
meta- and context data.

Figure 22 shows the record data editor with an empty 
record for a specimen content item type, called “Mounted 
specimen of White stork”. Note that all of the available 
fields, except the “item type” field, have a [+] and a [-] 
button next to them. This means that all of these fields 
can be repeated (by clicking on the [+] button) and that 
a repeated field can be deleted again (by clicking on the 
[-] button).

Figure 20: Adding new 
preferred labels with the 
SKOS editor.

Figure 21: Selecting the right languages for labels and notes.
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Also note that there is a select button next to two 
fields. This can be used to select a value for these fields 
from one or more structures in the STERNA RNA environ-
ment, thus creating a semantic link between this content 
item and the item in another structure that represents 
the value for the field.

A third important thing to note here is the drop-down 
menu next to “predicate” and the “value” field below it 
(see figure 23). The drop-down list can be used to select 
predicates (see annex 1). The list contains all the predi-
cates that have the selected item type in their domain. 
The “value field” can either contain a literal or (prefer-
ably) a semantic link to another content item.    

Figure 22: Record data  
editor of the RNA Toolset.

Figure 23: Selecting  
predicates from a drop-
down list.
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Which predicates are available depends on the chosen 
content item type. To every content item type a set of 
predicates is attributed that can be used to describe the 
characteristics that are typical for that type (see figure 
24).

 

Editing writing

Finally, with the rich text editor you can create and edit 
rich text items within the content item itself, for instance 
to create web articles with images. As shown below, the 
rich text editor is easy to use and contains most of the 
standard functions of a basic web content editor. 

Figure 24: Available  
predicates associated with 
a content item type.

Figure 25: Interface of the 
rich text editor.
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Adding an annex item to a content 
item
Content items can have one or more annex items. These 
are items that are closely coupled to another item, their 
parent item. They do not have much meaning on their 
own, as their meaning comes from their parent item. 
When in a search you find a property in an annex item, it 
will point to the parent item, not to the annex item. And 
an annex item does not show in the reference structure 
like other items do. Typical examples of the use of annex 
items are events (a creation event only has meaning in 
combination with its parent, the object that is created).
When you want to add an annex item to a content item, 
this is how it works: 
•  Select the content item you want to add an annex 

item to by single-clicking on it.
•  Click on [new annex] at the top of the centre panel.

The following dialogue appears:

•  First select the predicate you want to use to link the 
parent item and the new annex item. This can be se-
lected from the “predicate” drop-down list. When your 
annex item is for instance a gathering event, select the 
predicate “hasEvent” from the list.

•  After selecting the predicate, the “item type” drop-
down menu becomes active. From this list, select the 
type of content item of your new annex item, in this 
case the item type “gathering event”.

• Click on [ok].

Now the annex item can be edited like any regular 
content item. 

Figure 26: Adding an 
annex item.
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The settings you can adjust in the “view settings” 
menu are:
• [save] and [view] buttons
•  the presentation of item labels with or without their 

item type
• the maximum number of paginated items
•  the language in which the names of the items in struc-

tures are displayed in

When you open the annex item’s parent item, you will 
see that it now has a predicate “hasEvent” with a link to 
the annex item as value. To view this annex item within 
its parent item, click on the V right of the link as depicted 
below. To navigate to the annex item itself (so you will be 
able to edit it), click on its name. Figure 27 shows how to 
open an annex item.

Adjusting view settings

In the “view settings” menu (figure 28) you can adjust 
several settings with respect to the way structures and 
items are displayed to your own preferences. The “view 
settings” menu can be accessed by clicking on the [view 
settings] button in the lower left corner of the overview 
screen or the current structure screen.

Figure 27: Opening an  
annex item by clicking on 
“V”.
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With the “show ‘save’ and ‘view’ buttons” drop-down 
menu you can choose whether you want the [save] and 
the [view] buttons that are at your disposal when you 
are using one of the editors to be presented as two sepa-
rate buttons or as one [save and view] button. The first 
option will leave the item you are editing in edit mode 
after saving your changes, the last option will change it 
to view mode automatically after saving. 

With the “label configuration” drop-down menu you 
can change the way items are presented in their struc-
ture. You can choose between item name only and item 
name with content type. The first option will only show 
the item name, the second one adds the item type to the 
item name.

In a structure, the content items below every node are 
being paginated (divided in “pages”) to enable users to 
navigate through them more efficiently. The number of 
content items per “page” can be altered with the drop-
down menu called “maximum number of items, pagi-
nate when exceeded”.

With the help of the language lists below “language 
preference order” you can decide in which language you 
want the names of items in a structure to be presented. 
If you would like your names to be presented for instance 
in French, click on French in the selected box and move 
French to the top of the languages list by clicking on the 
[up] button several times until French is at the top of the 
list of selected languages. 

When done adjusting your view settings, click on [ok]. 
For the new settings to take effect, click on the [over-
view] button or the [current structure] button (depend-
ing on which screen is active, overview or current struc-
ture) or press Ctrl + F5.

Figure 28: Adjusting the 
view settings.
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Glossary
annex item
Content items that do not have much meaning as 
independent items, but only serve as a container for 
a certain set of properties of the content item they 
belong to, the parent item. Examples of annex items 
are events. Annex items are incorporated more or less 
inside their parent item, which has certain advantages 
for findability.

base type
In the RNA environment there are four base types: con-
tent item, item type, predicate and simple node. 

child item
Item that is placed hierarchically below another item, it 
is the lower part of a parent – child relation.

content
Textual, visual and audio information units that can 
be approached through the web. This can either be 
unstructured content, like articles, or structured content, 
like database records.

content item
Items directly related to content. They consist of three 
building blocks, names and description (SKOS data), re-
cord data (mainly RDF metadata) and writing (rich text 
data in XML format).

item
Identifiable unit of information. Items and the links 
between them are the building blocks of the RNA envi-
ronment.

item type
Item types are used to indicate the type of a content 
item (e.g. article, video, language, taxon concept, etc.). 

metadata
Literally data about data. Metadata is used to describe 
all kinds of details about content, such as its creator, 
subject, owner, property rights etc.

parent item
Item that is placed hierarchically above another item, it 
is the upper part of a parent – child relation.

predicate
Predicates typify the relations (i.e. the links) between 
two items, in a statement of the form subject –  
predicate – value (object). Such a statement is called a 
property.

 
RDF
Resource Description Framework, a standard that has 
been developed for modelling web content, especially to 
improve the findability of web content. RDF plays a key 
role in the semantic web, also known as Web 3.0.

reference network
A network of content items connected through refer-
ences in their properties to other items.

rich text
A format for creating media-enriched content, such as 
web articles with images.

RNA
Reference Network Architecture, an architecture for ref-
erence networks. The RNA architecture is mainly based 
on the standards XML, RDF and SKOS.

RNA Toolset
The RNA Toolset is a set of tools that allows users to 
create and edit data in the RDF layer of an RNA envi-
ronment. With this toolset, users can create and edit 
content items. 

simple node
An item that contains only SKOS data (names and 
description) and is mainly used for ordering purposes in 
reference structures.

SKOS
Simple Knowledge Organization System, a modern, 
web-oriented version of the 1986 ISO 2788 standard for 
thesauri. SKOS is based on RDF.

XML
Extensible Markup Language, a W3C standard for struc-
turing web content.
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Footnotes
 
1  For the current STERNA project, we defined four initial use cases focussing on birdwatchers, a digitally savvy, 

young audience, people at sea (be it tourists or boaters), and ‘humble ramblers’ (hikers). A fifth use case focuses 
on selecting STERNA content that may also be of interest to the audiences of the Europeana-portal.

2 See http://dublincore.org/documents/dcmi-terms/#terms-audience
3 From: David Weinberger, Everything Is Miscellaneous: The Power of the New Digital Disorder (New York 2007)
4 For an overview of file formats see for instance http://www.fileinfo.net/common.php
5 OAI: Open Archives Initiative – see www.openarchives.org
6 TAPIR: TDWG Access Protocol for Information Retrieval – see www.tdwg.org/activities/tapir
7 For an explanation on domain and range, see Annex 1: Data modelling in STERNA.
8 See DEL 5.3.1 STERNA Evaluation Methodology, available upon request.
9 RNA project: a SenterNovem Prima project, 2005-2007, see www.rna-project.org
10 The RNA Toolset has been developed and is owned by Trezorix BV, http://www.trezorix.nl.
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